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Introduction

• In our daily life Artificial Intelligence (AI) has  become
very common. AI has taken very important part
especially in biotechnological inventions. Even AI could
invent without taking   help from a human being.

• Since the technological improvement has come to the
edge Legal World had  to  cover the needs of
technological improvement in AI as a sole INVENTOR.

• In this study we will focus on a possible semi- inventor
ship of an AI. But first of all we have to determine the
legal situation;
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 Only human being (real person )
  can be Inventor

• It is clearly stated in every jurisdiction, national patent laws,
international treaties, and conventions that an Inventor can only be a
human being (real person). Because human being has the ability to
invent; the intellectual power, ability to think, find solution and
come to a conclusion in other words.

• However AI as Automatic Machines has improved and transformed
to Autonomous Machines. These machines are not only keeping the
huge data of mankind online but also they can evaluate the data;
than another term learning machines come across. Programmers
have been working on   Autonomous AI that can make inventions.
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  • Today these Autonomous AI does make inventions in particular
areas of science without any help from mankind.

• Than the question came through;

• if an AI is able to invent solely than who will be the inventor;

•  the inventor (programmer) of the AI? ,

•  the owner (investor company) of the AI ?         or

• the society?

• Inventorship generally means giving a personal right to the
inventor, is it possible for an AI (Learning machine ) to exercise a
personal right  just because it could invent due to the latest
development in programming  although it is not a real person ?
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Does an AI need a
patent  for its
invention ?
• One can easily say that here not AI is in need of

a Patent Right, here Patent Right is necessary
for investment. Patenting inventions developed
by Artificial Intelligence (AI) are crucial for
stimulating investments in this field.

• Nowadays  in some fields of science  Patent law
is more likely to protect investment rather  than
intellectual efforts .If we consider the
pharmaceutical field we can easily say that the
recent developments  have  taken  us to an
understanding that investment is been
protected more than inventiveness.
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Near Future  :
AI , inventorship possibilities

• I see that same needs in the near future will lead us to the
inventorship  possibility of an AI.

• The more investment means the more need of protection
and the economic realities   change the patent law
principals accordingly and some studies  say* :

•  recognizing that computers can be inventors will do

   more than address an academic concern;

1-It will provide certainty to businesses,

2-Fairness to research and

3-Promote the progress of science.

* (Abbott, 2016) https://www.cloem.com/media/pdf/
I%20Think%20Therefore%20I%20Invent%20by%20Abbott.pdf
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“artificial
neural
networks “

• The inventions are made by the AI (software and in some cases a hardware
–robotic structure –machinery body). It is obvious that AI neither needs a
monopoly for itself nor benefits from its invention because it is
programmed to do so .

• The company or programmers involved are in need of protection. There are
many studies on “artificial neural networks “which developed similar neural
system as we human beings have. And in a near feature we can foresee
that there will be human maid machines that can think like human. To
reach this level companies fill make huge investments, they employ many
software engineers and IT specialists, thousands of qualified person.
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Technology
• And in some cases the improvement of AI

become autonomously; in the near future the AI
itself may improve itself or other AI. In this high
technological world everything we thing may
come true ;

• We have all watched futuristic films in the past
now we live this futuristic environment ,

• Since Graham Bell telephone communication
changed from speaking hearing the voice of
the person on the other side of the line to a
multimedia world surrounded with AI like Siri or
other virtual assistants.

• Today it’s unthinkable to spend a week without
our smart phones. These multinational
telecommunication companies have all our data.

• Here comes the ethic policy discussion of AI. I
would like to make you remember the classic
film of Isaac Asimov, I-ROBOT: “Three Laws of
Robotics" .
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Asimov, I-ROBOT:  “Three Laws
of Robotics" .

• A robot may not injure a
human being or, through
inaction, allow a human
being to come to harm.

• A robot must obey orders
given it by human beings
except where such orders
would conflict with the First
Law.

• A robot must protect its
own existence as long as
such protection does not
conflict with the First or
Second Law.
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After 75 years Asimo Laws of
Robotic may need updating !

*http://theconversation.com/after-75-years-isaac-asimovs-three-laws-of-robotics-

need-updating-74501

• As mentioned, one of the obvious
issues is that robots today appear
to be far more varied than those in
Asimov’s stories, including some
that are far simpler.

• So we need to consider whether we
should have a threshold of
complexity below which the rules
might not be required.

•  It is difficult to conceive a robotic
vacuum cleaner having the
capability of harming humans or
even requiring an ability to obey
orders.

• It is a robot with a single task that
can be predetermined prior to it
being switched on.*

•
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Legal Grounds for possible Inventorship of
AI

• The humanity has developed the artificial person which is the legal entity we
all know as the   companies, corporations , associations and trust.

• Established   companies, international Corporation  which dominate  the world.

• Although %90 of our lives are surrounded  with technological machines,
Artificial Intelligence, Robs and Robots; there isn’t any legislation about the AI.

• AI has entered to our lives very rapidly in the past 4-5 decades. Although there
are many legal studies that discusses the Legal Status and Regulations of AI
broadly. A kind of legal personality or a sui generis structure can be conceivable
for AI as well. Some authors also name it as electronic personality.*

*European Parliament  Report ( 2015/2103(INL)) -  Bozkurt Yüksel, Patenting the
Inventions of Artificial Intelligence.,2018,,https://www.academia.edu/36960038/
Yapay_Zekan%C4%B1n_Bulu%C5%9Flar%C4%B1n%C4%B1n_Patentlenmesi
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A uniform set of
regulations
worldwide.

• As  Members of Legal Profession   we have to follow   AI
technology very  closely  ; and be avare of  both the risks
and the opportunities for our humanity  ,     and  study
on regulating  AI .

• The regulations  concerning AI  have to be  globally
decided in a consensus of ideas .

• A uniform set of   regulations worldwide.

•   All nations must obey the  AI  regulations  in one line ;
the Law Rules of AI  shall  be  uniformly accepted by all
nations in the world.

• Too much work falls on WIPO ,EPO , EU ,and others…
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Application of rules on
patentability requirements;

• Yet another topic comes to
our agenda as we accept
the AI that makes
autonomous inventions as
the Inventor of the patent
and declare its legal
personality in the patent
file application; how shall
we apply the patentability
criteria to AI inventions?

• Patentability requirements
are; novelty, inventive step,
industrial applicability.
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Creativity

• Here Copyright Law and Patent Law differ in
terms of AI works.

• In copyright law the work done by the AI is
considered as not original and creative because
creativity can only be manifested by a human
being. There are some decisions of US Copyright
Office stating that “The copyright law only
protects the fruits of intellectual labour “that
are founded in the creative powers of the mind.

• However the novelty criteria is different than
originality criteria, in principal it is possible for
an invention made by an AI to be accepted as
novel according to patentability requirements.
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The “obviousness” criteria will be much
more complicated for an AI than human
being.
• The requirement of an inventive step relates to the “obviousness” of

the new product, process or invention.

• We know that if it is “obvious “  to a skilled person, it is not
patentable. I think “inventive step” requirement   has to be
regulated in a different way than it is required for human being
inventions.

• The “obviousness” criteria will be much more complicated for an AI
than human being. We presume that AI has all the data available in
the world currently and can evaluate / process “million times” more
than a real person in a specific time and place.
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Infringement to AI-produced subject matter
;

• AI-produced subject matter can be infringed; in this circumstances who
will take action to protect the rights arise from a patent file.

•  The owner of the AI ? , the company or the real person who is effected
economically from the infringement may take legal action against the
infringer.

• So   what happens if the infringer is an AI, who will be responsible for the
infringement, who will pay the damages?  These are some of the
questions that legal researches in AI  Law  field try to  find solutions for.
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Law of AI -1

• As  a general and true attitude in Law  when we think about
giving a right we also look for the responsibilities ;

•  When the  judicial system accepts the rights of an AI  the
obligations of AI  shall be stated  collaterally.

• Not only for patent infringement matters,  for all kinds of
infringement and actions of failure ,

•  AI shall be responsible as long as it has a personality.

•   But we know that we cannot punish a Robot or a Rob ,

•  we cannot compensate our damage from a Robot or Rob.

• There must  be a legal entity a kind of fund , insurance
company that  can compensate the damages caused by  AI.
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Law of AI -2

• And eventually there must be a real person responsible for the
acts of AI.

• Just like the liability arising from the damage caused by a legal
entity .

• According to Code of Obligation Rules  and in some cases  as
Labour Law AI can be considered an  employee of a real person
and the  real person can be responsible for all the unlawful acts
and results of AI.

• The results to be reached in the field of AI  Law  will bring a
fundemental change to the classical tort Law.
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Conclusion

• When we consider the current legal status   in Patent
Law we understand that the inventor is accepted to be a
real person and inventions  are only made by real person.

• However we live in a world that some   learning
machines ( AI)   can make inventions   without any
contribution from man side . You may think at first sight
that these AI are also men made machines and   wonder
the reason of all these discussions  ;

• in the academic world,  European Parliament , National
Patent Offices  , Lawyers  and other legal practitioners .
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Possible semi-
inventorship
rationals
• I see two  main reasons  ; one is the  investment

made for improving  AI  second one is the
improvement in the  AI ; the Autonomous Machine  ,
the machine that can learn ,  think decide and
invent autonomously .

• The investment   reason seems very serious;
European Parliament has given a founded of   1
billion Euro for Human Brain Project. * US
government also has given funds for AI projects.
Many companies work and invest on AI heavily.

• https://ec.europa.eu/programmes/horizon2020/en/
h2020-section/fet-flagships
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one of the greatest challenges facing
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«artificial human brain can be built within the
next 10 years»

• Second issue, the reality that AI can act autonomously
according to latest developments in AI field, there are
Machines that can  invent.

•  The director of the Human Brain Project    has said in 2009
that    “ if we have enough  funds , A detailed, functional
artificial human brain can be built within the next 10 years.”

•   10 years already passed from this news.

• Jonathan Fildes ,”Artificial Brain 10  years away ,BBC News , 2019    http://news.bbc.co.
uk/1/hi/technology/8164060.stm
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«international convention  that
regulates  minimum criteria of all

issues arise from AI «.

• Investment and improvement are
interconnected in technological
fields as in AI. Man kind has
invented AI and further inventions
will be done by  mankind or more
improved AI .

• Including Patent Law but not
limited to all the legal fields have
to understand and discuss AI and
find a valid, practical and
protecting formulation for the
society, inventers, investors and
other participants as to the
personality issue of AI . This
formulation must be governed not
only by European Union and
United States but by all nations of
the world  ;  an international
convention  that fulfills minimum
criteria of all issues arise from AI .
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• Without an internationally agreed regulation on AI
every effort for regulation shall be weak in terms of
protection both the humanity and the AI  inventor/
investor / implementer.

• As Prof. Hawking said we must never forget that AI
may cause danger although he was able to express
himself to world by a basic form of AI .
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Although Hawking  used AI  to communicate
with the World, he said ….AI  dangerous ..!

• Prof Stephen Hawking, one of
Britain's pre-eminent scientists,
has said that efforts to create
thinking machines pose a
threat to our very existence.

• He told the BBC:" The
development of full artificial
intelligence could spell the end
of the human race.

•  “His warning came in response
to a question about a revamp of
the technology he uses to
communicate,

which involves a basic form of AI.
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the primitive forms of artificial intelligence
developed so far have already proved very
useful, but…
• But others are less gloomy about AI's prospects.

• The theoretical physicist, who has the motor neurons disease amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS), is using a new system developed by Intel to speak.
Machine learning experts from the British company SwiftKey were also involved
in its creation. Their technology, already employed as a smartphone keyboard
app, learns how the professor thinks and suggests the words he might want to
use next.

•  Prof Hawking says the primitive forms of artificial intelligence developed so far
have already proved very useful, but he fears the consequences of creating
something that can match or surpass humans.

• https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-30290540
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After all its not possible for humanity to drawback AI so we have to draw up AI principals.
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